The Computer Bug

A software bug is an error, flaw, failure or fault in a computer program or system that causes it to produce an incorrect
or unexpected result, or to behave in.The term 'bugs in a computer' had been used before, but after Grace Hopper wrote
in her diary first actual case of bug being found the term.The Computer Bug, North Adams, Massachusetts. likes. Family
owned and operated since At p.m., Grace Murray Hopper records 'the first computer bug' in the Harvard Mark II
computer's log book. The problem was traced to a moth stuck between.It's an oft-repeated tale that the grand dame of
military computing, computer scientist and U.S. Navy Rear Admiral Grace Hopper, coined the.The latest Tweets from
The Computer Bug (@TheComputerBug). Computer Retail/Repair & Photo Restoration. 60 Roberts Drive #, North
Adams MA.Specialties: FREE Diagnostics! PC and Apple repairs! Sell NEW and USED Laptops/desktops. Smartphone
& Tablet Repair. Photo Restoration & Editing VHS to.On this day in , the world's first actual computer bug was
discovered. It was an autumn afternoon in September when an ill-fated moth flew inside a gia.First Computer Bug. The
Bug. In , Grace Murray Hopper was working on the Harvard University Mark II Aiken Relay Calculator (a primitive
computer).Computer dictionary definition for what Bug means including related links, information, and terms.Dr. Grace
Murray Hopper was an admiral of the U.S. Navy, and a computer scientist. She was the woman that coined the term >
Bug Referring to a computer.On September 9, , computer scientist Grace Hopper reported the world's first computer
buga moth trapped in her computer at Harvard.Thomas Edison talked about bugs in electrical circuits in the s. When the
first computers were built during the early s, people working on them found.A spurious account of the origin of the
computer terms bug 'defect in hardware or software' and debug 'to eliminate such defects' is rapidly becoming the
most.Computer bugs are usually just mistakes in the computer's design or programming. Even well-written computer
programs that work almost perfectly still have.Whether or not Hopper coined the term computer bug is a source of some
controversy. The Navy promotes the idea that it was Hopper that.Chaos theory, as commonly recounted, goes something
like this: a butterfly flaps its wings and it can cause a typhoon halfway around the.
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